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Abstract

Accessing files on remote resources is a required function in Grids. In this
paper, we report on the file transfer patterns supported in the Java CoG Kit.
These patterns are supported by a rich set of accompanying components, includ-
ing Java classes and methods, command line tools, graphical user interfaces, and
portals. The patterns and their implementations are exposed through familiar
Java language capabilities of interfaces, hence hiding the underlying protocols.
Using these interfaces, one can provide a variety of implementations for diverse
file transfer mechanisms and protocols. Together, these tools can be used to
implement more sophisticated services. We present a number of prototype ap-
plications reusing the Java CoG Kits file transfer patterns. Additionally, we
present performance numbers based on a typical client deployment scenario.

1 Introduction

The Grid approach (von Laszewski & Amin 2004) provides a vision to develop an

environment for coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-

institutional virtual organizations under quality of service constraints (Berman, Fox

& Hey 2003, Foster & Kesselman 2003).

To support such a vision, a number of important use patterns need to be iden-

tified and implementation solutions provided. Some of the most elementary patterns

include the execution of programs, the transfer of files, and the authentication and

authorization of Grid resources. However, all of these patterns can be abstracted
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as part of a general task pattern with control flow dependencies between each other

(von Laszewski 1996). Hence, we can formulate simple task-based workflows within

the Grid. With such powerful abstract patterns, application designers can iden-

tify reusable abstractions within their applications and apply proven implementation

strategies to their own software engineering design, hence reducing the overhead to

create a solution to their specific problem.

In this paper, we focus on issues related to the patterns of file transfer. A fre-

quent requirement of advanced Grid applications is the access and transfer of files and

directories to and from remote resources. Many technical aspects must be considered

while dealing with file transfers in Grids. These aspects include the supported secu-

rity contexts, transfer protocols, class and object hierarchies to support convenient

programming, integration with component technologies such as promoted by Java

and Enterprise Beans as part of J2EE, and the exposure to Web and Grid services

that can be accessed through convenient graphical user interfaces. For full coverage

of the most elementary patterns and their implementation, one also must consider

the different Grid user communities (von Laszewski, Blau, Bletzinger, Gawor, Lane,

Martin & Russell 2002). These communities include common Grid users, who are in-

terested in easy-to-use interfaces; Grid developers, who are interested in easy-to-use

APIs and shell commands; and Grid administrators, who are interested in observing

the performances of transfers to identify bottlenecks. Hence, a file transfer strat-

egy must be developed and employed in ordinance with the Gestalt of the Grid that

explicitly targets a particular community (von Laszewski & Wagstrom 2003).

In todays software development process we have to recognize a nonlinear depen-

dency between the technologies used and the potential architecture that is derived

from the reuse of diverse methodologies. Although technologies such as Web services

have recently received much attention, we must remind ourselves that, in order to

provide the exposed functionality, it is not sufficient to express services syntactically

and semantically. Indeed, we must provide a supporting infrastructure to implement

the required functionality. Hence, while focusing on implementations in Java, we are

need to develop and support reusable object and data structures and components that

simplify the implementation in the object- and component-based Java framework..

The interplay of the different methodologies that we follow in our software engineer-

ing approach in regards to developing file transfer solutions is depicted in Figure 1.

Ideally we will provide solutions in each of the methodologies.

In the rest of the paper, we present more details of the Grid file transfer patterns

and components. All of these solutions are based on the Java CoG Kit GridFTP

libraries (von Laszewski, Foster, Gawor & Lane 2001) that provide a convenient API

to the GridFTP protocol. First, we define the elementary terminology and introduce
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Figure 1: Development of Grid middleware is supported by a variety of software

engineering methodologies that encourage reuse.

the GridFTP protocol. We than discuss the Java CoG Kit API to access the GridFTP

protocol. Next, we present a simple command line interface that can transfer files

through multiple protocols. We describe a variety of applications that reuse the Java

CoG Kit to provide highlevel interfaces and services to Grid file transfers. These

include Swing applications, portals, workflow engines, and command line tools. We

show how file transfers are integrated easily into a workflow framework. We also

show how file transfer is enhanced as part of a Grid service to provide reliability. We

conclude the paper with a simple performance comparison of some of our patterns.

2 File Transfer Protocol and GridFTP

File transfer among remote resources in distributed environments is a common prob-

lem in distributed and Internet computing. The concepts of virtualization, security

in virtual organizations, and quality-of-service assertions needed as part of complex

Grid applications add new dimensions to this problem. In developing a solution,

one naturally considers the use and appropriate modification of a protocol that is
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very well established in the distributed and Internet computing communities. One

of the most well known protocols used is the file transfer protocol (FTP) (Postel &

Reynolds n.d.). A key characteristic of FTP is the separation of control from data

flow through control and data channels. This separation is of especial importance to

enable third-party transfers which is a key pattern of Grid computing.

To adapt this protocol to the needs of the Grid, the Globus Alliance selected a set

of protocol features and extensions defined in the RFCs and added a few additional

features. As a result, the Globus Alliance proposed GridFTP as a secure, reliable data

transfer protocol optimized for high-bandwidth wide-area networks (Allcock, Bester,

Bresnahan, Meder & Tuecke n.d.). GridFTP provides the following features.

Security. The security mechanism used in GridFTP is based currently on the Grid

Security Infrastructure (GSI) (Foster, Kesselman, Tsudik & Tuecke 1998). This

enables single sign-on and delegation in a Grid environment that uses GSI as

part of the virtual organization deployment infrastructure. GSI is used by

GridFTP to authenticate data and control channels.

Performance. To increase the performance, GridFTP provides multiple mecha-

nisms. These include reusable data channels to eliminate the high startup costs

during the secure authentication, but most important multiple data channels for

parallel file transfers. Additionally, command pipelining can provide an increase

in the use of the streams. In case only part of the file is needed on the remote

machine, partial file transfers are allowed in either block or striped mode.

Fault support. To enable faulttolerant services, the partial file transfer can be used

together with a restart strategy.

Usability. To enable usability, we must support transfers between clients and servers,

as well as between servers and servers.

Next we describe some of the most frequently used patterns supported by the

GridFTP protocol while focusing especially on second-party, third-party, and sender-

receiver modes. We begin by defining the terms second- and third party-transfers.

Let us assume a file transfer is defined as the process of transferring a file from a Grid

resource A to a Grid resource B. Then, we distinguish second-party transfers that

describe transfers between a client and a server; and third party transfers that copies

files between two servers under the control of a client.

2.1 Second-Party Transfer

A typical implementation of a use pattern to establish second party transfer between

a client and a server is as follows:
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1. The client establishes a connection with the server through the control channel

and transmits transfer parameters and requests the creation of the data channel.

2. After the data channel is established, the client initiates the transfer by sending

the transfer command via the control channel.

3. The data is sent through the data channel. The direction of the transfer is

determined through the control commands used in Step 1.

2.2 Third-Party Transfer

In second-party transfers, the client initiates the connection. FTP and GridFTP also

provide a passive mode (PASV) that switches the client to listen for messages from

the server established through a given port (PORT). Hence, it is possible to switch

the role between client and server. This means that the active side can be sending

data to passive side and vice versa. Thus, being a sender or a receiver is orthogonal

to being active or passive, and both of these are separate from the notion of client

and server.

The passive mode is especially useful to establish third-party transfers, where one

of the servers has to actively initiate the data channel connection. In this case, the

client sends PASV to one server (that will be passive) and PORT to the other server

(that will be active). Once the data channel has been established the client no longer

has to participate in the transfer between the two servers.

2.3 Parallel Transfers

GridFTP replicates the wellknown concept used by some commodity file transfer

tools to boost the performance of file transfer: namely, parallel data channels. To

implement this pattern, the PORT protocol has been enhanced to include the number

of data channels between sender and receiver.

Although the overall concept is intuitive, it can provide increase in performance

if the link between sender and receiver is overprovisioned. The reason we see perfor-

mance gains in GridFTP while using parallel data channels that GridFTP is designed

to exploit the TCP protocol. The TCP socket throughput is limited by the TCP win-

dow and the related TCP buffer size, which is typically set to 64 KB. As this number

is often too small to utilize the maximum available throughput, this overprovisioning

can be exploited. However, if everyone on the network exercises this strategy, no

room for dealing with network spikes is provided; thus the reliability of the network

in regards for large user community may decrease under heavy load.

The benefit of parallel file transfer can be observed in the case of short network

outages, software problems, or even router designs that result in dropped packets.
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As TCPs algorithm calls for a slow startup in such a case, the hope is to avoid this

situation through multiple streams. The adverse effect that the use of parallel streams

will impose with increased popularity and availability, however, it obvious that we

must develop a quality-of-service solution based on service level agreements.

2.4 Striped Transfer

GridFTP introduces striping to transfer data in parallel among multiple senders and

receivers, instead of just between one sender and one receiver. The performance in this

case is limited by the performance available in the network between the distributed

machines. Naturally, if they share the same physical network, we have not gained

any performance increase in comparison to a parallel transfer.

2.5 Transfer Modes

FTP specifies how the data can be marshaled and demarshaled to and from data

channels. In order to control this behavior, a transfer mode can be used. In the sim-

plest case, data is pushed to the data channel as a continuous stream (stream mode).

Alternatively, data can be sent out in portions or blocks (block mode). GridFTP de-

fines an extended block mode (mode E). In contrast to the block mode from FTP, the

block header contains additional information that define the offset from the block’s

position in the original file. Mode E is the key concept in GridFTP, since parallelism

and striping depend on it. Currently, the GridFTP protocol gives a choice between

two layouts of the data: partitioned, in which the file is divided into large sections

and each stripe is given one of them; and blocked, in which the file is divided into

small portions that are dispatched to the stripes in round-robin fashion.

Several limitations of the protocol make it clear that future Grid-based solutions

need to modify the current protocol. These issues are discussed in more detail in

(Plaszczak, Link, Wellner & Hubbard n.d.).

3 Grid File Transfer APIs and Object Structures

The Java client API as part of the Java CoG Kit has been available since 1999 and

has been continuously updated to support the most useful features of the GridFTP

protocol. It implements the following features: file storage and retrieval to and from

FTP servers (client-server transfer), third-party transfer, ASCII and IMAGE data

types, file data structure, nonprint format control, stream transmission mode, oper-

ation in passive and active server mode, parallel transfers, striped transfers, restart

markers, and performance markers, GSI security, and certificate revocation lists as
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part of GSI. A detailed set of documentation can found on the Java CoG Kit Web

pages (Java CoG Kit n.d.).

3.1 Java-based Grid Access to Secondary Storage

The Globus Toolkit contains also libraries and command line tools that integrate a

variety of protocols, such as FTP, GridFTP, and HTTP, as well as access to local

file I/O to enable secure transfers using any combination of these protocols. The

Java CoG Kit replicates a subset of this functionality (it does not implement the

GASS cache). The ease of use of this API is shown in Figure 2, in which we copy

a file between to locations specified as URLs. Writing is allowed only on GridFTP

servers and the local filesystem. Read is allowed on protocols such as FTP, HTTP,

and the local filesystem. The Java CoG Kit contains also a command line tool called

globus-url-copy for convenient use.

import org . g lobus . i o . ur lcopy . ∗ ;
UrlCopy copy = new UrlCopy ( ) ;
// s e t the source and d e s t i n a t i o n
copy . s e tSourceUr l ( from ) ;
copy . s e tDe s t i na t i onUr l ( to ) ;
// s e t up the t r an s f e r mode
copy . setUseThirdPartyCopy ( true ) ;
// r e g i s t e r a t r an s f e r l i s t e n e r
copy . s e tL i s t e n e r (new UrlCopyListener ( ) {

public void t r a n s f e r ( int t o ta l , int cur rent ) {
System . out . p r i n t l n ( t o t a l + ” ” + current ) ;

}
public void t r an s f e rE r r o r ( Exception e ) {

System . out . p r i n t l n ( ” t r a n s f e r f a i l e d : ” + e . getMessage ( ) ) ;
}

} ) ;
// s t a r t the copy
copy . run ( ) ;

Figure 2: UrlCopy is an easy interface to copying files between a client and a server.

3.2 Java-based GridFTP Client Library

The Globus Toolkit contains GridFTP servers and clients on a C-based implementa-

tion that enhances wu-ftp, a popular FTP server package from Washington Univer-
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sity. This implementation supports the majority of the GridFTP protocol features

(GSI security, parallel transfer, third-party transfer, partial file transfer). Addition-

ally, the implementation contains a nonprotocol-based enhancement of functionality

that allows to add software plug-ins. These server side plug-ins allow developers to

add customized reliability and fault tolerance, performance monitoring, and extended

data processing.

Additionally, the Globus Toolkit contains through the Java CoG Kit a Java-based

client library with abstractions that make use of most of the features of the Grid FTP

servers. Exceptions are the use of multiple channels in second-party mode between

client and servers, which can be easily made available through the Java thread model,

and the possibility of embedding plug-ins, which are C-language specific and thus

should be used with caution. The availability of a clientside implementation in pure

Java has resulted in an increased stability of the GridFTP C implementation. During

the past few years several security and protocol issues were uncovered by the Java

CoG Kit team, as it served as independent verification.

Following is an example showing a third-party transfer between two GridFTP

servers, namely, hot.mcs.anl.gov and cold.mcs.anl.gov. The former is assumed to be

the source of the file, and the latter is assumed to be the destination.

4 Applications

A number of sophisticated applications have been developed based on the Java CoG

Kit libraries. These applications include portals and standalone applications. We

found that applets are usually unsuited for our purpose and have a high startup cost.

In the applications we have chosen, several emphasize a particular aspect such as

reliability, user friendliness, and ease of deployment (see Table 1).

Table 1: The various examples using the Java CoG Kit patterns for file transfer

emphasize particular requirements

Application Name Application Type Section Emphasis on

OGCE Portal Portal 4.1 deployment

RFT Service 4.2 reliability

FTP GUI Application/Service 4.3 familiarity

Entrada Application/Service 4.4 deployment, reuse

GridAnt Application/Service 4.5 workflow
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import org . g lobus . f tp . ∗ ;
// Move f i l e from co ld to hot
GridFTPClient co ld = new GridFTPClient ( ” co ld . mcs . an l . gov” , 2 8 1 1 ) ;
co ld . au thent i ca t e ( null ) ;
co ld . setType ( Se s s i on .TYPE IMAGE) ;

GridFTPClient hot = new GridFTPClient ( ”hot . mcs . an l . gov” , 2 8 1 1 ) ;
hot . au thent i c a t e ( null ) ;
hot . setType ( Se s s i on .TYPE IMAGE) ;

// Set the r e c e i v i n g s e r v e r to pa s s i v e mode
HostPort hp = co ld . s e tPa s s i v e ( ) ;
hot . s e tAc t iv e (hp ) ;

// Transfer a f i l e .

St r ing remoteSrcF i l e = ”/home/vonLaszewski / s ou r c eF i l e . txt ” ;
S t r ing remoteDstFi le = ”/home/ gv l / d e s t i n a t i o nF i l e . txt ” ;

hot . t r a n s f e r ( remoteSrcFi le , cold , remoteDstFi le , false , null ) ;

// Close both the s e r v e r s .
hot . c l o s e ( ) ;
co ld . c l o s e ( ) ;

Figure 3: The Java CoG Kit GridFTP library allows direct control over file transfer

parameters.

4.1 Portals

As the use of Grid technologies expands and more organizations establish Grids, the

need for user-friendly access to Grids becomes critical. Portals provide access to

Grid technologies through sharable and reusable components for Web-based access to

scientific and business-oriented applications. Sharable components allow the portal

developer to quickly create Grid portals from provided libraries that support baseline

Grid technologies (such as file transfer, job launching an monitoring, and access to

information services), freeing the developers to concentrate on the specialized needs

of a particular scientific community or collaboratory.

In fall 2003, the Open Grid Computing Environment (OGCE) project was es-
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tablished to foster collaborations and sharable components with portal developers

worldwide (Gannon, Fox, Pierce, Plale, von Laszewski, Severance, Hardin, Alameda,

Thomas & Boisseau 2003). Tasks include the establishment of a Grid Portal Collab-

oratory, a repository of portlet and portal service components, an online forum for

developers of Grid portals, and the building of reusable portal components that can

be integrated in a common portal container system. OGCE leverages ongoing portals

research and development from Argonne National Laboratory, Indiana University,

the University of Michigan, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications,

and the Texas Advanced Computing Center. Collectively, these institutions form the

charter members of the OGCE consortium.

Figure 4: File transfer portlet as reused within a genome analysis portal.

Part of this effort also includes a Grid file transfer portal that can be readily

integrated into jetspeed, which is the basis of the portal solution currently developed

by this group. The advantage of using a jetspeed-based solution is that each user

can customize the panels and components known as portlets that are displayed on

personal basis. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of an early version of this portlet. Portlets

for file transfer and job submission are currently also available within the Java CoG

Kit. Other JSP-based solutions such as GPDK also depend on the Java CoG Kit

(Novotny 2001) but are superseded by OGCE.
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4.2 Reliable File Transfer Service

The Reliable File Transfer (RFT) service is a Grid service, following the OGSA pro-

posed standard, that provides clients with the ability to control and monitor third-

party file transfers between GridFTP servers. A client is provided that is hosted in a

Grid service, so it can be managed using the soft state model. The state of the transfer

is stored in the service data and can be queried using the standard OGSI interfaces.

It adds reliable and recoverable version of the Globus Toolkit globus-url-copy tool.

That is, in case of a failure during the transfer, it is continued at a later time until

it succeeds or a predefined termination condition is reached. Hence, problems such

as dropped connections, machine reboots and temporary network outages are dealt

with automatically. RFT is heavily based on functionality provided by the Java CoG

Kit GridFTP libraries, which are used to conduct the actual file transfer.

A persistent state of the service is maintained in a database. The RFT component

uses the database to store the state of the transfer required for a restart after a failure.

At present the RFT component uses PostgreSQL to store the state of the transfer

to allow for the necessary information for restarts after failures. During the past

two years various prototypes of RFT have been implemented (Madduri, Hood &

Allcock 2002).

4.3 Swing-based Java Application

Designing uniform user interfaces to connect a variety of data sources provides the

most high level transparent abstraction to file transfer. In modern operating systems

such interfaces are implicitly included. Examples are the KDE and the Windows

desktop, which include file explorers. Additionally, commodity applications such as

SecureFTP and LeechFTP provide easy-to-use graphical interfaces to file transfers

between the client and a remote server. These tools provide an intuitive mechanism

for managing and monitoring file transfers between clients and servers. We have

designed such a tool and reported on its design in (von Laszewski, Alunkal, Gawor,

Madhuri, Plaszczak & Sun 2003). We pose a number of simple requirements for the

development.

Generality, Expandability, and Adaptability. It is advantageous to develop a

sophisticated graphical user interface for file transfers in the Grid hiding the

protocols from the user as much as possible. Hence, adaptations to future

Grid protocols can be conducted easily. Such a graphical user interface would

provide the end user with an abstraction that focuses on the pattern of the

transfer instead of the details related to the transfer protocols.
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Usability and Convenience. End users will require ease of use. The easiest way to

achieve this is to mimic common tools that are already available for the desktop.

Hence we promote the support of drag-and-drop interfaces and management

tools for multiple file downloads and uploads, recursive directory transfers, and

transmission management through queues. As such requirements are similar

to Grid job submissions, the same graphical components ought to be reused as

part of job management strategies.

Portability. The component to be developed ought to be portable. Although our

requirements are language- and framework-neutral, we have implemented the

component in Java, which allows us to fulfill the requirements of easy port-

ing and deployment as discussed in (von Laszewski et al. 2002). Hence, we

have chosen the Java Swing framework to guarantee reuse with standard Java

implementations.

Reusability and Composability. As the many of the tasks to manage file transfers

are general, the underlying mechanisms to implement them ought to be exposed

through a portable framework that encourages reuse. This can be achieved while

abstracting the functionality and provide Java interfaces to them. Additionally,

while embedding them in the Java Beans framework, we are able to utilize

Java IDEs to assemble them. Exposure through a service model of the func-

tionality further enhances the reusability aspect. However we clearly require

these services to be able to be hosted on the client or the server side. Hence

its deployment requirements must be minimal or adapted appropriately to the

deployment resource.

Java Interfaces Abstracting Basic Functionality. While implementing our

component we originally planned to develop service providers for an underlying proto-

col based on the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI). However, after several

failed attempts by a number of students to provide such JNDI-based providers, we

decided to simplify our architecture further and develop a number of extremely easy

to use interfaces, fulfilling a similar but more limited purpose. These interfaces are

depicted in part in Figures 5 and 6.

Based on these elementary interfaces we have developed implementations using

the FTP and GridFTP protocols. The graphical components that were developed

are based on these interfaces. Hence, adaptation to other protocols and file servers

should be straightforward. The separation of concerns between access and transfer

of files, as well as directories, allows the adaptation to be better abstractions than

provided by JNDI, which provides predominantly solutions, to naming, binding, and
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interface Access {
. . .
public void chd i r ( S t r ing name ) ;
public void l i s t ( ) ;
public void mkdir ( S t r ing name ) ;
public void rmdir ( S t r ing name ) ;
public void rm f i l e ( S t r ing name ) ;
public void rename ( St r ing from ,

St r ing to ) ;
. . .

}

Figure 5: Accessing local and remote files

and directories are elementary functions.

interface Trans fe r {
. . .
public setFromUrl ( S t r ing u r l ) ;
public setToUrl ( S t r ing u r l ) ;
public s t a r tT ran s f e r ( ) ;
public suspendTrans fer ( ) ;
public resumeTransfer ( ) ;
public cance lTrans f e r ( ) ;

. . .
}

Figure 6: Transferring files between loca-

tions is an elementary function.

searches.

A transfer service is implemented to manage transfers that are created through

the graphical user interface events. The data movement is provided by using the Java

CoG Kit UrlCopy which itself supports implicitly a number of protocols as discussed

previously. Additionally, an interface to an early prototype of the RFT service that

is described in more detail in Section 4.2 has been developed. Most of the advanced

functionality of this component is integrated within the graphical user interface and

as it is based on the Java interfaces depicted in Figures 5 and 6, where a URL is

defined by [protocol]://[user]@[host]:[port]:[file].

Graphical User Interface. Because the current generation of Web browsers does

not implement in a sufficient way freely positionable, internal windows and the drag-

and-drop paradigm, we implemented the component in Swing. A screenshot of the

component is shown in Figure 7. Our prototype consists of file browsing and file

transfer monitoring components. In part, these components are also implemented as

Java Beans (Java Beans n.d.). Hence, they can also be integrated in a commodity

interface development environment (IDE), such as JBuilder. This will bring us one

step closer to a more convenient development environment for Grids. A screenshot

of reusing the Beans in an IDE is shown in Figure 8.

The file browsing panel offers elaborate tree-based directory browsing and direc-

tory manipulation functionality. As a result, the user is able to (a) view the directory

entries in tree structure, (b) transfer files with few clicks of the mouse, (c) create

new directories, (d) copy files and directories, (e) delete files and directories, and

(f) rename files and directories. The monitoring panel supports queuing of tasks

representing file and directory transfers, checking of the status of these tasks, and
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Figure 7: The GUI of the file transfer component.

Figure 8: The GUI of the file transfer component in an IDE.
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managing transfers. Users have the flexibility to login to any number of FTP or

GridFTP servers. Files in directories are displayed in a tree pane as part of internal

frames. The user can perform basic file system operations, such as renaming, copy-

ing, and deletion. Additionally, the user can transfer files and directories by dragging

and dropping them between the frames while observing the status in a monitoring

window.

Since we have developed the component in Swing, it can be deployed through the

Java Web Start technology. It can be used when the user has the ability to download

and install files in his user space on the client computer. In essence it is not different

from installing a browser plug-in such as Acrobat Reader, a Microsoft program, or an

MP3 player. Automatic updates provide an additional benefit while simplifying the

maintenance and deployment of up-to-date clients. More information about the use

of Web Start within Grids can be found in (von Laszewski et al. 2002).

4.4 Java Application with Plug-in Support

The Java CoG Kit project is currently prototyping a system called Entrada, which

provides a GUI pane-based interface. But more importantly, it provides the ability

to easily inform and supply the end user with plug-in upgrades. The framework is

built on top of the jedit plug-in feature.

We have developed a GridFTP plugin is a Java Swing application using the Java

CoG kit. It is a third-party transfer application with the ability to manage several

transfers at one time. It displays these transfers in a tabular format referred to as

the transfer table. The transfer table allows the user the easily manage transfers

and monitor their progress. Other plug-ins in the Entrada framework can hand-o!

transfers to the GridFTP plug-in so that they can specialize in another task; and as

such the sole task of the GridFTP plug-in is to manage these transfers.

The transfer table in the GridFTP plug-in consists of rows and columns. Each

row represents a third-party transfer between two remote hosts. Each column displays

a characteristic of that particular transfer (Figure 9).

The GridFTP plug-in is part of the Entrada framework, which enables other

plugins the ability to easily use its expertise in transferring files. However, it is also

built such that it can run as a stand-alone application if the user so chooses.

The GridFTP plug-in also has the ability to collect anonymous statistics on usage.

Every time a successful transfer finishes, it contacts a server and records the size of

the file transferred, the wall-clock time of the transfer, and the transfer rate. These

statistics are collected with the goal of improving the plug-in through usage patterns

visible in the data. Statistics gathering is completely optional and can be turned off
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Figure 9: The GUI of the file transfer component.

by the client. If a GridFTP plug-in upgrade is release, all clients will see the upgrade

available and can click on a checkbox to receive the upgrade. No hunting for packages,

comparing version numbers, or reading documentation is required by the user.

4.5 GridAnt and Java CoG Kit Workflows

Recently we showed that through the proper abstractions we can design a framework

that is independent from the underlying version of the Globus Toolkit as long as we

focus on elementary patterns such as file transfer. In (Amin, Hategan, von Laszewski

& Zaluzec 2004) we enhanced the Java CoG Kit significantly to include even more

useful APIs for the developer community. At the same time we exposed such ab-

stractions also as part of a sophisticated XML specification that is based on ant. Not

only can we formulate simple workflows with our GridAnt in XML, but we can also

display them in a sophisticated Grid Workflow viewer. Upon execution the workflow

gets augmented during runtime with the state of the calculation. If an error occurs,

the user can correct the error and continue with the rest of the calculation. Figures

10 and 11 show a screenshot and an XML specification of different applications using

our GridAnt Framework.

5 Experimental Results

One of our goals is to evaluate the ease of use of our libraries and its impact on

commodity deployment infrastructure. That is, one downloads the toolkit installs it
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Figure 10: The GUI of the file transfer component in an workflow.

with the default parameters and continues the operation. This is in contrast to many

other typical performance measurements, that are based on a great deal of perfor-

mance tuning. However, as such tuning can not be conducted by non-IT knowledge-

able scientists we need either tools that install for many cases nicely with apropiate

performance characteristics preinstalled, or that tune themselves during use. Such

deployment issues are often ignored in performance measurements. Hence we have

decided to try an install without any tuning as we would expect by a non-IT user.

In our test we measure the time taken to conduct file transfers through various

methods, including operating system methods, Globus C client programs, and Java

CoG Kit client programs and components, and then to compare them with each other.

We choose to run the tests using rcp, scp, and Globus C file transfer methods to define

the baseline for comparisons, against the Java CoG Kit file transfer mechanisms. We

also test the third-party file transfer capabilities provided by the Globus Toolkit

version 3.0 (GT3), for additional comparison.

We conducted a number of elementary tests within a production environment

consisting of two Pentium III 900 MHz dual-processor stations each having 512 MB

of memory. The tests were run from partitions residing on a Seagate ST318451LC
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with a nominal transfer rate of 40 MB/s (st3 n.d.). The disks were driven by an

Adaptec 7892P controller. Each station was equipped with a Syskonnect Gigabit

Ethernet network card. Both stations resided on a switched 1 Gbit Ethernet local

network. The Linux operating system (2.4.18) was running on both the stations. The

Java Virtual Machine version 1.4.1 was used as the Java environment. The server ran

the 2.4.0 version of the Globus Toolkit. On the client side, the Java CoG Kit version

1.1alpha was used.

Testing was performed under minimal network and CPU load conditions. An

analysis of the usage patterns for the stations was made across a time-span of one

week. Observations showed a decrease in CPU utilization and network load between

7 pm and 7 am, time during which the load conditions remained constant. All of the

tests were executed between 7 pm and 3 am. Repeating the tests on different days,

during the same off-peak hours, showed less than 5 percent difference in the mean

values.

The performance tests for file transfer were performed by successively transferring

files of sizes small to moderate size, from one station to the other, using the various

methods chosen. The mean transfer speed for each of the experiments is shown in

Table 5. Charts showing the graphical representation of the data obtained for file

transfer time, and transfer speed are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.

Table 2: File transfer mean times

Transfer Method Mean Transfer Time for Different File Sizes in Seconds
1 MB 32 MB 64 MB 128 MB 256 MB 512 MB

C GridFTP 606.74 1869.80 3233.73 6119.71 21630.97 44139.68
Java GridFTP 1211.55 2129.36 3104.41 5238.17 11600.57 20929.86
RCP 456.07 945.89 1357.35 2345.30 7047.40 24363.46
SCP 961.57 4090.47 6629.99 11668.76 26722.91 58006.22

Our measurements show that using the Java GridFTP client is slower, compared

with the C GridFTP client, for smaller files in the range of 1 MB to 32 MB. The

difference being in the 3 to 5 second range, which can be attributed to the JVM

startup costs. For larger file sizes, from 64 MB to 512 MB, the Java GridFTP client

outperforms the C GridFTP client, taking only half the transfer time for file sizes

from 256 MB to 512 MB. In general, any Grid application requiring large sets of data,

and running in a similar environment, will benefit from using the Java CoG Kit on the

client side. At the same time, more computationally oriented applications will incur a

performance penalty that will be very small compared with the total execution time

of such an application.
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6 Conclusion

We have developed a simple set of use patterns for file transfers in Grids. We have

implemented them and delivered a Java library as part of the Java CoG Kit. Several

sophisticated applications exist that use this library. Together with the community,

we are working toward building user-friendly environments for interactive and trans-

parent file access to Grid users. Such an interactive model is required for assisting

scientists in their quest of accessing the Grid in a way that hides much of its com-

plexity of the Grid and involves a large degree of interaction with the system. The

Globus Toolkit 3 depends on parts of the Java CoG Kit and its file transfer compo-

nents and APIs; hence it is distributed also in part with GT3. The Swing-based file

transfer prototype component is not distributed as part of the Java CoG Kit but is

available as add-on. We expect that with community efforts more components will

be integrated into the Java CoG Kit distribution.

The Java CoG Kit clients offer the benefit of portability across platforms sup-

porting the Java Runtime Environment. In the context of file transfer, the obtained

data shows increased performance when using the Java CoG Kit for files larger than

64 MB for an untuned installation; in order to achieve high performance GridFTP

servers and clients must be adjusted by an expert.
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<t a r g e t name=”sampleWorkflow”>
<s e qu en t i a l>

<gr id−setup />
<gr id−authent i c a t e />
<gr id−copy name=” copyInputFi l e ”

prov ide r=”GT2”
s e c u r i t y=”xmlSignature ”
de l e ga t i on=” l im i t ed ”
from=” g r i d f t p : // s e rv e r1 . ncar . edu/ inpu tF i l e ”
to=” g r i d f t p : // s e rv e r2 . mcs . an l . gov/ inpu tF i l e ”
pa ra l l e l S t r e ams=”4”
tcpBuf f e r=”16384”/>

<gr id−execute name=” c l imate ”
prov ide r=”GT2”
s e r v e r = ” s e rve r2 . mcs . an l . gov:1234 ”
s e c u r i t y=”xmlEncryption”
de l e ga t i on=” f u l l ”
executab l e = ”mm5”
arguments=”− f i l e i npu tF i l e ”
d i r e c t o r y=”/home/ von laszewsk i ”
l o ca lExecu tab l e=” f a l s e ”
r e d i r e c t=” f a l s e ”
outputF i l e=” stdout . txt ”
e r r o r F i l e=” e r r o r . txt ”/>

<gr id−copy name=”copyOutputFile ”
prov ide r=”GT2”
s e c u r i t y=”xmlSignature ”
de l e ga t i on=” l im i t ed ”
from=” g r i d f t p : // s e rv e r2 . ncar . edu/ outputF i l e ”
to=” g r i d f t p : // laptop . mcs . anl . gov/ outputF i l e ”
pa ra l l e l S t r e ams=”4”
tcpBuf f e r=”16384”/>

</ s e qu en t i a l>
</ ta r g e t>

Figure 11: GridAnt XML specification.
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Figure 12: File transfer timing results in seconds.

Figure 13: File transfer speed in MB/seconds.
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